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ABSTRACT

Background The burden of chronic disease is increasing, and research and quality improvement will be less effective if case finding strategies are suboptimal.

Objective To describe an ontology-driven approach to case finding in chronic disease and how this approach can be used to create a data dictionary and make the codes used in case finding transparent.

Method A five-step process: (1) identifying a reference coding system or terminology; (2) using an ontology-driven approach to identify cases; (3) developing metadata that can be used to identify the extracted data; (4) mapping the extracted data to the reference terminology; and (5) creating the data dictionary.

Results Hypertension is presented as an exemplar. A patient with hypertension can be represented by a range of codes including diagnostic, history and administrative. Metadata can link the coding system and data extraction queries to the correct data mapping and translation tool, which then maps it to the equivalent code in the reference terminology. The code extracted, the term, its domain and sub-domain, and the name of the data extraction query can then be automatically grouped and published online as a readily searchable data dictionary. An exemplar online is: www.clininf.eu/qickd-data-dictionary.html

Conclusion Adopting an ontology-driven approach to case finding could improve the quality of disease registers and of research based on routine data. It would offer considerable advantages over using limited datasets to define cases. This approach should be considered by those involved in research and quality improvement projects which utilise routine data.
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Introduction

Growing burden of chronic disease
Internationally, there is a growing burden of chronic disease, and a need to reorientate health services towards the provision of chronic care. Computerised medical records systems may have a role in improving management by enabling the ready identification of cases and in monitoring quality. These computerised disease registers are likely to be important in areas where there are quantitative measures that define whether you have a particular disease and for measuring the quality of care. Diabetes and the secondary prevention of cardiovascular disease including the management of hypertension provide examples of where computerised medical records enable quality improvement even though there remains scope for refinement.

Practical approaches to case finding in chronic disease: ontologies and data dictionaries
Two practical approaches are given to ensure that we identify cases and systematically list the codes required to conduct research or quality improvement. Ontologies provide insight into what might be extracted from a clinical system to provide the data we require and data dictionaries provide an accessible list of the extracted variables.

Ontologies to define cases with a chronic disease
Ontologies provide a method for describing concepts and relationships within a domain. The principal use of ontologies in informatics is to enable human and machine communication, by defining the terms used to describe an area of knowledge. Ontologies usually have the following components:
- classes – general types of entities in the domain
- relationships that can exist among and between the things within the domain
- the properties (or attributes) those things may have.

Another recognised use of ontologies is for the retrieval of data. However, this approach has not been widely used in quality improvement or research into the management of chronic disease. There is the potential to use ontologies to define datasets that might be used to identify people with a chronic condition for quality improvement or research.

One of the best known definitions of ontologies in informatics emphasises both their machine-processable and human interpretability:

Ontologies are: collections of formal, machine-processable and human-interpretable representations of the entities, and the relations among those entities, within a defined application domain—are helping researchers manage the information explosion by providing explicit descriptions of biomedical entities and an approach to annotating, analyzing the results of clinical and scientific research.

Ontologies are useful because they provide regimentations of terminology that can support the reusability and integration of data and thereby support the development of useful systems for purposes such as decision support, data annotation, information retrieval, and natural-language processing.

Data dictionary a centralised repository of the dataset that defines a case
A data dictionary is a centralised repository of information about data such as the meaning, relationships to other data, origin, usage and format. A data dictionary could capture the classes of information, some relationships and properties of the data. Data dictionaries are a potential mechanism for ensuring the transfer of meaning into clinical information systems and ultimately improve care efficiency. Data dictionaries can also play an important role in modelling and in the specification and requirements analysis with the use of metadata.

Objective
This leading article proposes that ontologically rich approaches should be used to define datasets to identify cases in quality improvement and research projects. If this were done, it would substantially improve the identification of cases within routinely collected data. We propose how a dataset might be constructed and how variable lists for all studies using substantial datasets might be displayed in an accompanying data dictionary.

Method
Overview
We propose a five-step process: (1) identifying a reference coding system or terminology; (2) using an ontology-driven approach to identify relevant concepts and relationships that might define a case; (3) developing metadata that can be used to identify the source and nature of extracted data; (4) mapping.
the extracted data to the reference terminology; and (5) creating the data dictionary.

Identifying a reference coding system or terminology

We recommend selecting a comprehensive coding system for use as the reference coding system for a project. The coding system selected should be the most commonly used for that particular study and be capable of having the core relevant concepts mapped to it. Increasingly, data for a study are recorded using more than one coding system. For example, in the UK, the coding systems used are:

- Read version 2 (hierarchical)
- Read Clinical Terms version 3 (CTv3)
- Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT)
- International Classification of Disease version 10 (ICD-10)

By way of contrast in Australia they use:

- International Classification of Primary Care (ICPC)
- Doctors Command Language (DOCLE)
- ICD-10-AM (Australian Modification).

Historically, much research was based on data collected from single brands of computer system and such single EPR supplier research networks have been extremely successful. However, more and more research involved linking between databases, so that the effect of an intervention in one part of the health system can be seen in another. We, for example, have demonstrated how improving access to psychological therapies (IAPT) has a positive impact on accident and emergency uptake.

Defining the relevant concepts and relationships within the reference terminology

A person having a chronic disease may be identified from a range of codes. A disease code will usually signify that a person has a chronic condition; e.g. the disease code for ‘Essential Hypertension’ in Read codes version 2 is ‘G20z’. However, codes from other parts of the classification may also signify that someone has hypertension and codes are sometimes inserted in error. We suggest using a tabular approach in which each chapter of a coding system is explored to see if codes that might represent a person with hypertension indicate that the person has the condition.

Metadata to control extraction and uploading

Data extraction is not consistent between different brands of electronic patient record (EPR) systems or coding systems. It is necessary to create a metadata system that links and labels the coding system used in the site from which data is extracted; the brand of EPR and version, for example, can affect the drug dictionary used and the data extraction query. Metadata are data that describe other data and therefore can be used to control and manage processes.

Mapping data from different sources

The uploaded data from different sources, labelled by system metadata, then needs to be mapped using validated processes wherever possible. If not available, this needs to be done involving clinicians in the field who understand its ontological significance.

Creating the data dictionary

The data dictionary should be readily searchable and display the code and term, the domain and a link to the relevant data extraction query. The metadata drives the creation of the data dictionary for all the terms returned by the data extraction queries. It links extracted data from different coding systems to a common list of subdomains and domains, as well as to the data extraction query.

For example:

- G20z is an example code
- the term is ‘Essential Hypertension NOS’
- it belongs to the subdomain called ‘G2 Hypertensive Disease’
- the related domain is ‘G: Circulatory System Disease’
- it was extracted by a query called ‘Cardiovascular co-morbidities...’.

Results

Identifying a reference coding system or terminology

We generally use the most commonly used in a particular study. We currently use Read version 2, 5-Byte for UK primary care studies; and ICD-10 for hospital studies; using OPCS4 where operations or procedures are the primary focus. However, this choice can vary according to the usual practice in the areas under investigation. Where a single brand of computer system is used we may have to include local
codes. These remain much used in the EMIS system, and for other brands we may use CTv3.

**Ontologically rich approach to identifying cases**

We look for codes that might enable us to identify cases by systematically searching across coding hierarchies, or identifying alternative codes in other non-hierarchical systems which may indicate that the patient has the condition. We look for cases by searching for ‘History of’ codes (e.g. 14A2, History of Hypertension), ‘Diagnosis’ codes (e.g. G20z, Essential Hypertension), ‘Procedure’ codes (e.g. 6628, Poor hypertensive control), ‘Administration’ codes (e.g. 901% Hypertension monitoring administration) and ‘Therapy’ codes which imply the condition (e.g. b2% Thiazide diuretics). Our method for identifying cases of hypertension is shown in Table 1. Further refinement includes the use of ‘%’ at the end of a code when all child codes are included and a ‘.’ (full stop) when just the code listed is required. We also list codes within a hierarchy we wish to exclude.

We also indicate the likelihood of a code to truly map to a condition. We develop rules on a study by study basis. The most complex we have developed was to enable the machine processing of a diagnosis of diabetes into definite, probable, possible or not having the condition.20

**Metadata to control the process**

We initially developed metadata to make our data processing more efficient and consistent.21 However, this was developed when we were principally working with just primary care data and complex methods are needed to cope with linking heterogeneous datasets. We have subsequently developed and added a solution-orientated taxonomy to report data extraction errors, so we can understand any gaps in our data.22 We use Java and Another Tool for Language Recognition (ANTLR) for the parsing of data to ensure their consistency with the reference terminology.

**Mapping data from different sources**

Our system collects all individual de-duplicated (via parallel processing) clinical codes from different extraction samples and stores them in a memory-efficient data store for further processing.24 The results carry heavy metadata (e.g. coding system used, original extracted set for traceability).25 We carry out our mapping and translate codes to definitions within our reference coding systems. Wherever possible we use validated translation schemas provided by Technology Reference Data Update Distribution (TRUD), NHS – for mapping Read Clinical Terms version 3 (CTv3) to Read 2. We also use translations provided by EPR vendors, for example, Egton Medical Information Systems (EMIS) mapping to convert EMIS drug codes to standard Read 2 codes. Only exceptionally will we devise manual schemas for mapping. Where we do, we classify our mapping into ‘Direct’, ‘Partial’ and ‘No clear’ mapping.26 Where mapped codes appear in the data dictionary they appear with the code to which they are mapped, e.g. the CTv3 code ‘XE0Uc’ appears with the comment ‘Essential hypertension (Read 2 equivalent: G20)’. The mapped codes do not display a domain or subdomain, but do display the name of the data extraction query as this will be different to the query used to extract data (‘Collection request’) from practices using Read 2 codes.

**Creating the data dictionary**

We have created a method whereby code hierarchy is dynamically generated, with the identification and translation of the code domain (e.g. 1: History/Symptoms) and subdomain (e.g. 12: Family History) for each individual code as well as the extraction metadata. An online system for web and mobile representation of the dictionary data for all the Clinical Informatics research group’s current projects are now placed online and are freely available (e.g. Osteoporosis data dictionary is available at: www.clininf.eu/osteoarthritis-data-dictionary.html). This allows for dynamic searches in sets with thousands of codes and a view of the complete dataset each study holds (Figure 1). It also means that investigators and collaborators can readily identify the data available for a particular project.

**Discussion**

This paper describes a way of using ontologies to ensure the high chance of identifying people who have chronic diseases from routinely collected clinical data; and data dictionaries can provide browsable lists of variables extracted. Data in primary care may not be complete or accurate, or current,27 and there may be measurable gaps in data quality.28,29 Therefore, we need to extract and process data in a way that takes account of its limitations,30 and this should include taking account of the presence or absence of ontological relationships.

Many researchers and others involved in extracting routinely collected data who understand issues about data quality may already be addressing the principles
Table 1 An ontologically rich approach to identifying cases of essential hypertension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code category</th>
<th>Included</th>
<th>Excluded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>Subdomain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease</td>
<td>Circulatory system disease</td>
<td>Hypertensive disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nervous system</td>
<td>Nervous system and sense organ</td>
<td>Disorders of eye and adnexa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and sense organ</td>
<td>diseases</td>
<td>Pregnancy/childbirth/puerperium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diseases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy/child</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birth/puerperium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>Past medical history</td>
<td>H/O Cardiovascular disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination</td>
<td>Examination/signs</td>
<td>Exam. Cardiovascular system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code category</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic</td>
<td>Electrocardiography</td>
<td>ECG left ventricular hypertrophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preventive</td>
<td>Cardiac disease monitoring</td>
<td>Good hypertension control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other therapeutic procedure</td>
<td>Referral for further care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative</td>
<td>Prevention/screening admin</td>
<td>Hypertension monitoring admin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patient encounter admin data</td>
<td>See in hypertension clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapy</td>
<td>Cardiovascular drugs</td>
<td>Thiazide diuretics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Beta-adrenoreceptor blockers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Other antihypertensives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: %= collect all child codes; "." Just the specific term; H/O = history of; NOS = not otherwise specified
set out in this paper. However, others come to work on routinely collected data without contextual insight as to the range of codes that might be used to represent a case.31 Data dictionaries make explicit the link between code and term, to subdomain and domain, and data extraction query. They can be generated dynamically from systems that have developed metadata to link these items and to flag mapping between coding systems.

However good the ontologically rich process of defining cases or of setting out of the terms used in our data dictionary there will be limitations. Concepts often evolve and relationships change. Not all relationships will be perfect. For example, it appears impossible to avoid extracting family history of hypertension or operation, procedure or other process of care code when looking for the codes for hypertension. This can be adjusted for in the final analysis of data, but illustrates that it is not always possible to make perfect ontological links. The ‘Chocolate teapot not otherwise specified’ discussion paper illustrates this by providing an example of diagnostic terms as well as medications and laboratory tests has been used in Australian primary care.35

A final advantage of the ontology-driven approach to defining cases is that it will be inclusive rather than limited. Hayes, in his principles, decries the ‘dataset mentality’.36 This is effectively an arbitrary list of codes which signifies that an individual has a condition. The downside of the limited dataset approach is that it will inevitably miss cases represented elsewhere within the clinical record. Whether for research or as part of a disease register for quality improvement, adopting an ontology-driven approach is likely to create a list of variables that are inclusive of patients with a particular condition; albeit that some of the mappings will be partial.

Conclusion

The process from case finding to data extraction to creating a data dictionary should be seen as a continuum. Data dictionaries can link extracted codes and terms to clinical domains and data extraction queries. An automated method which has proved more efficient than manual approaches (people extracting routine data to identify cases with chronic disease) may be more likely to identify cases if they take an ontologically rich approach.
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Figure 1 Example online data dictionary, searched using the term ‘Hyperten’